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A worrying Hong Kong precedent 

Let us face it, Beijing took smartly advantage of the pandemic and correlated 

strategic distraction of Western countries to snuff out Hong Kong revolt. Its 

takeover of the old British colony is now - de facto - an accepted reality. More, 

over the past months China has regularly operated military flights and deliberately 

crosses the median line between Taiwan and the mainland, forcing the Taiwanese 

air force to scramble. Following new and very latest developments, the question 

arises of whether there could be more to come? 

 

What happened in... Pratas? 

The Pratas Islands, also known as the Dongsha Islands, comprise two coral reefs 

and two banks. They have an airport, a few administrative buildings, but no 

permanent civilian citizens. They are located about 445km from Kaohsiung, and 

about 300km from mainland China. Administered by Taiwan, they are claimed by 

Beijing. Incidentally, the islands fall within the Hong Kong aviation authority ’s 

airspace. Taiwan operates at least one flight a week to the islands, carrying 

government, military, and coastguard personnel. Over last quarters, China has 

stepped up military activities near these islands, including drills and regular air 

force missions. The lightly defended Pratas embed extra significance in the 

context of Beijing’s latest screw-turn over Hong Kong. Last week, a significant 

incident occurred, when Hong Kong blocked Taiwan from reaching the disputed 

Pratas Islands, saying airspace around disputed territory is closed ‘until further 

notice’.  

 

In a quick reply, Taiwan's deputy military chief chartered a C-130 military cargo 

plane on October 20th to visit the Dongsha Islands, attempting to dispel doubts 

about Taiwan's ability to maintain supplies to the islands. He conspicuously 

inspected the living facilities of the military personnel and instructed locals to 

conduct joint intelligence surveillance, reconnaissance, and combat readiness 

missions...  

Atmosphere in the South China Sea is becoming unbreathable! 

 

Xi does not envisage a military assault (yet), but... 

Crossing the Strait and landing troops on the steep island of Taiwan would 

necessitate huge resources and potentially entail mass casualties. Experts evaluate 

that it would take China as many as one million troops to achieve a proper 

invasion and occupation. More likely, Beijing will intensify intimidations, display its 
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military strength, and provoke renewed minor military 

clashes. A psychological, if not economic / technological 

¨war¨ is in the making. The US remains the dominant 

Pacific power, able to stand up for fellow democracies. 

But in naval terms, China is no midget compared to the 

US. 

 

According to a Pentagon Report:  

China now has World’s Largest Navy 

 

Chip-making relies on American tools and know-how, 

which provide Washington with the power of life and 

death over semiconductor buyers and suppliers on the 

planet. In this context, the flamboyant Taiwanese 

semiconductor firm, TSMC, is caught in the middle of 

China and the US: it has been obliged to stop its business 

with Huawei because of the US embargo. But, so far, it 

keeps on supplying the Chinese juggernaut SMIC. A full-

blown clampdown on sales to SMIC could increase the 

risk of a Chinese retaliation. Beijing could probably a) 

retaliate against Taiwan (embargoes, territorial 

encroachments) b) implement countermeasures - up to 

now considered too self-defeating - such as choking off 

Qualcomm’s or Apple’s sales in China.  

Taiwan is feeling the heat from both sides... 

• World’s democrats and liberals hope that US 

elections will not result in a crisis  

• Still, Beijing is growingly convinced that the US is 

engaging in its inexorable decline             

• A contested election might well open a window for 

China to further escalate with Taiwan 

Currencies. One week to go 

The USD has stalled over the past 3 months, but more two-

way price action seems likely in the next days ahead, 

as  Election Day draws near. Renewed US stimulus hopes, a 

planned resumption of Brexit talks and the relentless fall in 

USD/CNY are fanning a fresh broad leg lower in the USD. 

This should not take the DXY back below its current range 

lows around 92 in coming days. 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

However, the stars are not completely lined up in favor of a 

sustained material push lower in the USD here and now, 

even as we remain wedded to the case for a medium-term 

USD bear trend. Pandemic containment measures continue 

to tighten across Europe, the ECB is waiting with scope for 

more easing and US election meddling is feeding concerns 

about a contested election. This is hardly an environment 

that is conducive to a risk appetite-driven USD sell-off. 

 

Our preferred scenario is for more two-way trading very 

near term followed by a post-election DXY breakdown sub-

90, on confirmation of a blue wave, a more comprehensive 

aid package in early 2021 and firming hopes for vaccine 

deployment. 

• Stay short USD 

 

Fixed income. SURE is a success 

The EU kicked-off its SURE issuance with record breaking 

demand. The EU launched new 10-year and 20-year 

benchmark social bonds. The book received orders of over 

€233bn, and the 10-year bond got the most orders ever for 

a sale in Europe. This deal highlights extraordinarily strong 

investor demand for AAA-rated papers, which is a relatively 

scarce segment for a decade. On top of this, the social 

characteristic of these bonds makes it especially attractive 

for investors like pension funds and insurers. 

 

Social bonds is the fastest-growing part of sustainable 

finance. The offering, also the EU’s first joint debt since the 
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bloc agreed a landmark pandemic recovery deal, is 

aimed at providing funding for a job support program. 

 

Corporate issuance ($bn) 

Source: Mergent Fixed Income  

 

Demand for debt has hit all-time highs across the region, 

with Italy posting the previous record for a single sale, 

garnering €107bn of orders for a 10-year issue in June. In 

the social bond space, it smashed records, with the 

previous biggest by French agency CADES in a €5bn 10-

year offer.  

 

The EU aims to issue as many social bonds as issued 

globally so far, for its SURE (Support to 

mitigate Unemployment Risks in an Emergency) 

program, though the market is rapidly expanding. The EU 

is also set to dominate the sovereign green bond market, 

with plans to start selling €225bn from next year. 

 

Social bonds outstanding (€bn) 

Source: Bloomberg 

Since EU officials suggested that SURE bonds may be 

issued on a two-weekly basis, we expect the EU to hit the 

market at least twice again in November, and possibly once 

in December. Overall, we estimate that about half of the 

total €100bn SURE issuance will be done within 2020, 

whereas the other half will be issued in Q1 2021. 

Subsequently, we expect Recovery Fund issuance to kick off 

in the second quarter of 2021. The total size of the 

Recovery Fund has been set at €750bn, the EU will issue 

35% in 2021. 

 

Net supply of EU issuance (€bn) 

Source: EC 

 

• Highly rated Green, Blue and Social bonds are gaining 

traction 

• Stay selective on the fixed income, credit market quality 

will improve but duration will  increase too 

 

Equities. Stock markets resist despite the gravity of 

the situation 

The sharp rise in Covid infections in the United States and 

Europe, as well as political and social fears about the 

outcome of the US presidential election, are not disturbing 

the stock markets. The S&P 500 holds above a strong 

support at 3,400. We even have the US 10-year which rose 

to 0.85-0.86 and the Value / Cyclical segment (banks, 

industry, materials) which strongly outperformed the 

Growth segment (FANG, technology) last week, possibly 

signaling that investors were focused on the economic 

recovery in 2021.  

 

In recent weeks, indices have moved with discussions in US 

Congress about a deal on a fiscal stimulus package, but 
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one week before the election, the failure on a deal seems 

no more important as the elected president will have to 

launch a plan quickly. 

 

US. Sustainable trend change? It has been a long time 

since the Value / Cyclique had so durably (50 days) 

outperformed the NY FANG + index 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

The market seems to be integrating a large victory from 

the Democrats, Presidency and Congress, but the 2016 

experience, where the polls were all wrong, is leading 

investors to be cautious and they should adopt a "Do 

nothing" strategy this week. Despite Joe Biden's 

announcement of a corporate tax rate hike from 21% to 

28% (2021, 2022?), institutional investors and fund 

managers clearly prefer a large victory for Democrats 

who would be the only ones to be able to launch the 

significant fiscal plan necessary for an economic 

recovery. 

 

Once again, corporate results are surprisingly good. In 

the US, 3Q20 profits are expected to drop 16.5%, 

compared to estimates of -21% at the end of September 

and -25% at the end of June; excluding energy, profits 

should drop by 12.4%. The positive surprise rate is 84.5%, 

well above the 5-year average of 73%. In Europe, the 

results for 3Q20 (-40% annualized) will show a notable 

improvement compared to 2Q20 (-60%) and confirm the 

path of the reversal, even if there will be a decline with 

the recent measures of (semi) containment and curfew. 

Denmark's AP Moller-Maersk, one of the world's largest 

logistics companies, revised upward its profit growth 

forecast for the second time, signaling that demand for 

containers, a proxy for global trade, was growing faster 

than expected. With vaccines coming and plans to 

support the economy, investors are focusing on 2021. In 

2021, results could be higher than expected thanks to 

strong leverage due to restructuring, cost reductions and 

changes in business model imposed in 2020 by the 

pandemic. 

 

Moderna and BioNTech have announced that they will 

present final results for their vaccine by mid-November and 

are hoping for a fast FDA clearance in December. 

Astrazeneca and Johnson & Johnson have resumed their 

clinical phase III testing, following a suspension due to ill 

candidates where there was no evidence that this was due 

to the vaccine. Pausing clinical testing is a completely 

normal process. China has 4 end-stage vaccines and is 

expected to announce at least 1 vaccine approved for 

commercialization before year-end; Chinese “diplomatic” 

vaccines will be distributed in Asia, Africa and Latin 

America. 

• Investors are focused on fiscal and budgetary plans to 

support the economy and the arrival of vaccines 

 

Equities. The descent into hell of Richemont and 

Swatch 

The stock market developments of the two Swiss, 

Richemont and Swatch, show that there is a problem with 

creating shareholder value, growth and positioning. In the 

graph below, since the start of 2015, Richemont and Swatch 

share prices have plunged by 28% and 52% respectively, 

while LVMH has increased by more than 230% and that of 

Kering by nearly 280%. See graph. 

 

LVMH, Kering, Richemont and Swatch stock  

market performances (base 100) since 2015 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Return on invested capital, an indicator of shareholder 

value creation, is low for the Swiss with 6.6% for Swatch 

and 4.5% for Richemont, while that of LVMH is 14% and 

Kering 12%. The average annual revenue growth over the 

last 5 years is also not in favor of the Swiss with -1% for 
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Swatch, 6.5% for Richemont, 10% for Kering and 12% for 

LVMH. Swatch missed its exit from the low and mid-

range, two segments competing with smartphones and 

connected watches due to its obsession with maintaining 

its business model dating from the early 90s and 

presenting a debt-free balance sheet (equity/ total 

balance sheet ratio = 84%) which certainly prevented it 

from divesting brands, from making acquisitions and 

from repositioning itself. Richemont is penalized by its 

confidential activity in jewelry and very high-end watches 

which do not meet the demand of the rising Asian 

middle class, in particular Chinese; Richemont lacks a 

growth driver (product / geographic) to overcome crises. 

 

Like Japan in the 1990s, Greater China and Chinese 

tourists account for around 35-40% of the luxury 

segment. European and American luxury companies will 

have to make significant financial efforts to increase their 

presence in China and on e-commerce sites. The Chinese 

buy in flagship stores and shopping centers, but also on 

online sales platforms like TMall and Taobao. 

Richemont's strength is its subsidiary Yoox Net-A-Porter, 

recognized in the online luxury goods business as a 

known and undisputed global leader. 

 

Richemont and Swatch cannot go on like this. They have 

to divest, restructure or acquire to create value for 

shareholders. Or they could be acquired. The 2 

companies are controlled by a family shareholding 

structure. 

 

Following LVMH's announcement to give up the takeover 

of Tiffany, rumors have returned to a tie-up between 

LVMH and Richemont. It would make sense. LVMH 

would strengthen its position in jewelry and luxury 

watches and would benefit from the positioning of Yoox 

Net-A-Porter and Richemont would strengthen its 

network. Given the market capitalization of LVMH, we 

would rather see the French acquire Richemont. But a 

merger of equals with Kering would also be a plausible 

scenario, with very good complementarity, Kering 

generating around 90% of its sales in clothing (Gucci, 

Saint-Laurent, Bottega Veneta, Balenciaga, Alexander 

McQueen) and the remainder in jewelry with Boucheron 

and Girard-Perregaux watches. 

 

Breakdown of LVMH, Kering and Richemont activities 

In an acquisition transaction by LVMH or a merger of 

equals with LVMH or Kering, we believe that Richemont 

could be worth CHF 85. 

 

Regarding Swatch, the sale by the Hayek family seems a 

plausible scenario. The difficulties will increase with the 

meteoric growth of connected watches whose main 

manufacturers and much more powerful than Swatch are 
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LVMH

Sales € 54 bn 54

Wines & Spirits 10%

Moet & Chandon, Dom Pérignon, 

Mercier, Veuve Cliquot, Ruinart, Krug, 

Glenmorangie. 5.4

Leather & Fashion 41%

Christian Dior, Louis Vitton, Fendi, Celine, 

Loewe, Loro Piana, Givenchy, Kenzo, 

Berluti, Rinowa, Patou. 22.1

Perfumes &

Cosmetics
13%

Guerlain, Christian Dior, Givenchy, Kenzo, 

Benefit, Acqua di Parma. 7.0

Watches & Jewelry 8% Bulgari, Chaumet, TAG Heuer, Hublot. 4.3

Selective retailing 28% DFS, Le Bon Marché, Sephora. 15.1

Richemont

Sales € 14 bn 14.2

Jewelry 51% Cartier, Van Cleef & Arpels, Buccellati. 7.2

Watches 20%

A. Lange & Söhne, Panerai, Baume & 

Mercier, Piaget, IWC, Roger Dubuis, 

Jaeger Le Coultre, Vacheron Constantin. 2.8

E-commerce 17% Yoox Net-A-Porter, Watchfinder. 2.4

Others 12%
Alaïa, Mont Blanc, Chloé, Peter Millar, 

Dunhill, Purdey. 1.7

Kering

Sales € 16 bn

Fashion 24%
Shoes 31%
Leather 16%

Watches & Jewelry 23%
Boucheron, Pomellato, DoDo, Qeelin, 

Girard-Perregaux, Ulysse Nardin.

Others 6%

Gucci, Saint Laurent, Bottega Veneta, 

Balenciaga, Alexander McQueen, Brioni.
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Apple, Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei or Sony. Apple sells 

more Apple Watch (32 million in 2020) than the entire 

Swiss watch industry (21 million watches exported in 

2019); 5 years ago, Apple sold 0 watch. Not to mention 

specialists like Garmin, Fitbit, Fossil or Withings. 

• On fundamental basis, we buy LVMH (target € 465) 

and Kering (target € 635) 

• Richemont and Swatch must react to see a 

revaluation. Their internal "growth" is no longer 

enough 
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